Summary

Preactor software is a family of production planning and scheduling products that improve the synchronization of your manufacturing processes, giving you greater visibility and control that enable you to increase resource utilization and on-time delivery while reducing inventory levels and waste. Preactor APS is a highly customizable capacity planning and scheduling package.

Improved operation properties
Enhancements have been made to the existing operation properties feature.

Profile management
The operation properties functionality has been expanded, introducing the capability to create operation property profiles. This capability allows quick switching to identify different sets of operation properties within the overview and Gantt chart. Multiple profiles can be set up and managed from a single management panel.

Benefits

• New operation properties display panel
• Improved operation properties profiles and management
• Out-of-the-box integration with Valor® Production Plan software

Features

• New operation properties profiles
• New operation properties panel with highlighting
• New integration with Valor Production Plan

What’s new in Preactor APS 17.1

Featuring improved operation properties, properties display and Valor Production Plan integration
What’s new in Preactor APS 17.1

New operation properties display pane
A new operation properties display pane has been introduced. The pane gives quick access to the color profiles used for operation properties, along with interactive highlighting when attributes are selected. Multi-select is supported.

Integration with Valor Production Plan
Valor Production Plan creates an easy-to-use yet comprehensive model that enables you to simulate your production process including all surface mount technology (SMT) and manual stations. Optimization parameters such as due date, production time and changeover can be set, enabling you to make intelligent choices between plans that fit your needs exactly to meet deadlines and avoid downtime.

Preactor 17.1 Advanced Scheduling
Ultimate now includes out-of-the-box integration with Valor Production Plan 14.0, enabling Preactor to benefit from the optimization rules within Valor to schedule SMT operations.

Valor Production Plan directly interacts with work order, resource and calendar information from Preactor to optimize sequencing of SMT operations.